
Version Description Type Module

010.000.06 Job post number selection inside employee post was only returning one record. Bugfix Global

010.000.05
Entitlements engine was not loading from database the "exclude from automatic calculus" 
option. Bugfix Global

010.000.03

Entitlement days calculus for functional situation periods was considering functional 
situation which the period did not match the entitlement period, resulting in incoherent 
values. Bugfix HRM

010.000.01 Removed Reports and Union from Manager Self-service Update MSS
010 Production of system version 010 Update Global

9.107
Difference between end date and planned end date is now identified with color in 
recruitment process steps. Feature RSM

9.104 Fixed the entitlements being generated for inactive employees. Bugfix HRM

9.103

Fixed the display of requirements and competencies of the job ad. When creating the ad 
these are copied in a text format from the job post (competencies) and the stage 
(requirements) , and can be edited afterward. Fixed the ad report to display the same fields 
as the add. Bugfix RSM

9.102 Candidates search now includes the discipline as an available filter. Update RSM

9.101

Evaluation tools for recruitment processes can now be configured to be either graded or 
non-graded. While a graded evaluation tool needs a minimum grade for a candidate to be 
successfully shortlisted to the next step, a non-graded one only needs the option "passed" 
checked to be considered successful. Feature RSM

9.1
Converted Crystal Reports (HRMperps & HRMperpr - employee Profile) to Reporting 
Services Update Global

9.099

Qualification requirements can now be associated with disciplines. Disciplines and courses 
can co-exist in the same requirement, and the candidate will be shortlisted if it has either 
one of the specified courses or a course associated with one of the specified disciplines. Update RSM

9.098 In qualifications is now possible to configure disciplines, and associate them to courses. Feature HRM
9.097 Converted Crystal Report (PAYp24 - P24) to Reporting Services. Update Global

9.096
To prevent multiple schedules for the same request, the scheduler will evaluate if there is 
another request in queue with the same parameters. Feature Global

9.095

Update to the Job verification request (Made the address box deeper) Update to the NHT 
and NIS letter: - Made the address box deeper - Removed the number of weeks - Current 
Year only option - Removed the option for NIS and NHT from the entity list; Update Global



9.094

Letters update: - Logo removed; - NHT/NIS: ‘Gross Salary’ field to show the value per payslip, 
which is taxable gross ; - NHT/NIS: The default address will be already populated as the 
relevant head office address for those 2 organisations, but it will be possible to overwrite if 
desired. - Created under the MDA a specific number to be used in the letters. If populated it 
will use this number vs the mda; - wherever the date appears the format shall be Month DD, 
YYYY, eg February 2, 2021 - New generic type for Change Reasons - Qualification Increment - 
review of letters spacing - All mentions to positions where changed to display the job post 
name - Extension of acting and confirmation wording - Promotion letter added a space 
before the text " Your current salary (...) Update Global

9.092
Approved leave requests now associate to the next available pay cycle, as long as it's after 
the leave start date. Update ESS

9.091 Managers now have the ability to reject multiple rejects along side the multiple approval. Feature MSS

9.09
All requests menu approve/reject buttons are removed from form when the request is 
either in process, or it has already been approved/rejected. Update HRM

9.089

Added new fields in the Job post and advertisement. These can be configured in the job post 
under configurations and some will be displayed in the ad on the job board. (Ad Report was 
not yet modified as of 009.089) Removed the Expiration and Published dates from the ad, to 
prevent when the ad is created to be displayed. Feature RSM

9.088

New tab in the Recruitment Processes - "Process" to include the static info/details about the 
process such as responsible, description and the General notes fields. Added strategies for 
candidate selection and advertisement for the recruitment processes to this new tab, and 
also under the configuration menu. Feature RSM

9.087
Menu labels were revisited in terms of caps. e.g. Functional situations is now Functional 
Situations. Update Global

9.086
Tables and lists will have a horizontal scroll if the number of columns and records do not fit 
the screen. Update Global

9.085 Enabled filters and export in all employee tabs lists. Update Global
9.084 New "Confirmation" generic type for functional situations change reason. Update HRM
9.083 Added multiple factor search to candidates, under the menu Candidates. Feature RSM

9.082

Change the creation of employees from the recruitment module. There are now 3 options: 1 
- The candidate does not exist as an employee, so both the person and the employee record 
will be created; 2 - The candidate exists as an employee, but is going to be employed for 
another entity - only the new employee record is going to be created; 3 - The candidate 
exists as an employee and is changing jobs within the same MDA, the existing employee 
record is updated with the new job info. Also added on the job post number associated with 
the recruitment process the status for the occupation of the post. Update RSM

9.081

Onboarding configuration and association with the recruitment process is now available. To 
start the onboarding process you will need to send a message with Type = Onboarding. 
Candidates will see an onboarding menu option on the job board. Feature RSM

9.08 Approval list now has a button to view the request details before approval. Bugfix MSS

9.079

New report letters available: - Employee Contributions; - Resignation Acceptance; - 
Employment Verification; - Extension of Probation; - Confirmation; - Transfer; - Secondment; 
- Qualifications increments; - Promotions; - Acting; - Acting other; - Extension of acting; Update HRM



9.078
New change reason generic types "probation" and "probation extension" for functional 
situations. These will be used in the new letters of probation and probation extension. Update HRM

9.077 Send questionnaires through messages Feature RSM

9.076
Recruitment process templates are now available for configuration, and selection when 
creating a new process. Feature RSM

9.075
Restricted appeal to a configurable interval after a candidate is submitted to a evaluation 
tool. Feature RSM

9.072
New entity "stage" can be associated to a recruitment process step. Recruitment process 
had the information regarding the current stage (from the current step). Feature RSM

9.071
Converted recruitment process stages into steps. New entity to pre-define steps that are 
associated with the recruitment process. Feature RSM

9.07
Crystal Reports viewer was discontinued. Added support for Crystal Reports format choice 
before issuing the report. Update Global

9.069
Added new configuration to the job board to display a warning message when creating a 
new application. Updated application status ' names. Update RSM

9.068
When sending a interview message, the system will create and send an ICS attachment via 
email to the evaluator and each of the recipients, one email per recipient. Feature RSM

9.067
Added expiration date to the draft applications. Added new task to delete expired draft 
applications; Feature RSM

9.066
New option to download every attachment associated with a process stage evaluation tool, 
into a single zip file. Feature Global

9.065
New option inside MDA configurations to set which MDAs are represented in the "Entities" 
menu inside eJobs website. Feature Global

9.063 Added messages to the recruitment process Feature RSM

9.062
Automatic propagation of evaluation tools from stage to candidate when a new tool is 
created or a new candidate is inserted Feature Global

9.061
Attachments in stage evaluation tool, with automatic inheritance from the evaluation tool 
definition attachments Feature Global

9.06
Job board candidate has a new mandatory field to indicate if he/she currently has a job in 
the public sector. Update Global

9.059

The recruitment process can now configure its ad availability in 3 different options: wider 
Public, Public Sector, and MDA. Job ads on the job board website are shown according to 
the availability defined, for the candidate visibility. Feature Global

9.058 Invalid URL access to website redirect to homepage instead of showing error message. Feature Global

9.05 Added new type of request to the system: NHT + NIS letter, and corresponding report letter. Feature HRM

9.049
A new type of step in the workflow configuration with the email option. Integration with 
GOJ CASE Management System. Feature HRM

9.048 Added new type of request to the system: General Query. Feature HRM

9.047 Added new type of requests to the system: Job verification, and corresponding report letter. Feature HRM

9.046
Employee login can now access to job board website with same credentials, and view its 
candidate profile with the same information as its employee record. Feature Global

9.045
Employee data records access role created for view (additional tabs for the Shared Services 
new user access role) Feature Global



9.044 Disciplinary records access role created for both edition or view. Feature Global
9.043 Medical records access role created for both edition or view. Feature Global

9.041
Entitlement configurations are no longer associated with a year, instead, the years are setup 
inside a continuous configuration for entitlements. Feature HRM

9.04 New pensioner application created Feature HRM

9.039
Added multiple trips to the subsistence, mileage and meal requests; Migrated the respective 
km/value to that table; Feature PAY

9.038

Changed text of notifications that come from requests' processing; Now Manager SS 
notifications only show the notifications for the employees under the currently logged user; 
Now Employee SS notifications to only show notifications about the currently logged user; 
Added button, when possible, to the notification to navigate to the request's form either in 
the employee or the Manager SS; Feature MSS

9.037

The Functional situation in which the change reason is "retro-active payment" will not be 
taken into account when performing the entitlement calculus. In order for this validation to 
work, the generic type "retro-active payment" must be defined in the configurations - 
Change reasons. Feature HRM

9.036

When creating or updating functional situations, the entry date will be validated: if the 
previous non-acting functional situation does not have a separation date, then the current 
situation cannot have a different entry date. Feature HRM

9.033
Added new medical attachments zone to the Employees form which can only be accessed if 
the user is either a SysAdmin or has a special role - Medical Attachment Access. Feature HRM

9.032
Partitioned the Years of Service according to the periods in which an employee is working in 
a given MDA. Feature HRM

9.031
Added configurations to the MDA so that it is possible to determine a minimum and 
maximum duration for a leave type; Feature HRM

9.03
Added warning about the number of maternity leaves for each year to the MSS, HRM, and 
PAY. Added possibility of associating a specific gender with a leave. Update HRM

9.029

Fixed the process to calculate the years of service so that leaves or functional situations 
which are flagged to not be included for the years of service are not used; Show decimal 
places in the years of service; Update HRM

9.028

When configuring entitlement effects it is now possible to specify a value for the limit of 
days before an absence of a given leave will impact the employees' entitlements. Each 
entitlement effect is configured per MDA and each one has a different limit value. Now 
every movement has a type associated with it which is displayed in the table when viewing 
one of the employee's entitlements. There are two possible types: "Entitlement Effects", 
which are movements created because of the side effects referred in the previous point, and 
"Leave", which are all the other cases. Feature HRM

9.027 Fixed the mismatch between the view and edit modes when viewing a functional situation Bugfix HRM

9.026

Added to the Employee SS and to the Human Resources Module a field both in the request's 
menus and in the forms themselves to show the entities which are responsible for 
advancing that request in the defined flow. Feature HRM

9.025
Added possibility for MDA to configure specific people for specific tasks, namely people to 
be notified when a process needs to be approved. Update HRM

9.024 Fixed a cause for requests to appear without any status associated with it. Bugfix ESS
9.023 New website layout for PAY (Payroll) module. Update PAY



9.022
Allowed user to change the "Notes" field in a functional situation after the pay cycle is 
closed. Update HRM

9.021
Allowed user to change the "Paid outside" and "Payslip note" fields in the deduction form 
after the pay cycle is closed. Update HRM

9.02
Added history for the job post number designation, allowing for one to change it, while 
maintaining the values of the other fields. Feature HRM

9.019 Added a dashboard to the home page of the Performance Appraisal module. Feature PAP
9.018 Added possibility of assigning a color to each degree of a scale in the PAP module Feature PAP
9.017 Process log type images in all process logs lists Feature Global
9.016 Request type images in all Request lists Feature Global
9.015 Status badges in all request lists Feature Global
9.014 Process logs status badges in all process logs lists Feature Global
9.013 Status badges in all Processes lists Feature RSM
9.012 Rating image in candidates lists Feature RSM
9.011 New Dashboard in RSM module Feature RSM
9.01 New website layout for RSM (Recruitment and selection management) module. Update RSM
9.009 New website layout for PAP (Performance appraisal) module. Update PAP
9.008 New website layout for USM (User management) module. Feature Global
9.007 New website layout for HRM (Human resources management) module. Feature HRM

9.006 Removed triggers that written change logs, from both payslip line and GL line tables. Update Global
9.005 New column for job post number in employee post lists. Feature HRM

9.004
Subsistence requests now have a start and end date to that will multiply the claim and time 
values. Feature ESS

9.003
New option in allowance type definition in order to include those allowance type in job and 
embassy letters or not. Feature PAY

9.002
Changed Old system number label to Old ID, and changed the position of its column in 
employees per MDA menu, to be after the employee name column. Feature HRM

9.001
Leave entitlement configuration form now hides the MDA assignment if it was opened 
through global configurations. Bugfix HRM


